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                   Processes for Potassium.                    63
 
my former paper, be attended to. The heat should not be carried
beyond full redness, otherwise it will carry over a portion of carbon,
rendering the metal impure; whenever this occurs, the process is at
an end; for the tube is clogged, and all the metal, subsequently subli-
mated, is condensed over the carbonaceous deposit, requiring a full
red heat to separate it. Hence, when we redistil, care is necessary
asto the proper temperature. If the tube should chance to be clog-
ged, from too high heat, the only remedy is to remove the apparatus
from the fire, unscrew the tube from the receiver, and, when cool
enough, detach the contents, according to previous directions, a
put them into the receiver. Clean the tube by washing and wipi
till perfectly dry ;-if any oxide of iron remain on the inside, remove
it by friction with sand and soap, and when the iron is clean and
brigh, replace the tube, insert the apparatus into the furnace, and
distil a directed. It was stated in my former paper, that the first
operation, or distillation, is known to be going on well when gas is
uniformly evolved; if this is suddenly diminished, the retort is cool-
ed by throwing in fresh materials fused by the heat, or the tube may be
clogged. But if the gas gradually diminishes, it was supposed that the
process must be nearly ended, that is, that the potassa was exhausted.
This however is not always the case; these appearances may arise
from the fusion of the retorts, as occurred to me in two instances;
the hole at first being very small, but gradually enlarging so as to
emit the vapor of the metal as fast as sublimed. There is, however,
one sure indication, that the potassa in the retort is exhausted, that is
by withdrawing a few of the card-teeth or iron turnings; if there be
a suply of potassa, they will be bright and clean, but if it is exhaust-
ed thy will be blackened by oxidation.
  If an excess of carbon have been used in the operation, though
the heat required is less, I have often thought the product of metal
was greater; at any rate it is more impure, requiring a second redis-
til   before all the carbon is separated. That the carbon has not
been rmoved,is ascertained by the appearance of the naphtha in which
it ispr ved, which after standing some days becomes of a light or
dark brown, according to the proprotion of carbon contained. This
eect seems to arise from the slight oxidation of the metal, by which
the carbon, in a state of minute division, is set free and suspended
the liquid. It is stated, in a note to the third American edition of
urner's Chemistry, that potassium may be effectually preserved in
te esetial oil of copaiva, on which authority I mentioned that article
in my former paper. Since that, however, I have made experiments,
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Cldoric Ether.
 
 
hoping to verify the same result, but did not succeed. With the oil
four times distilled, having specific gravity.883, the metal was oxidated
quite rapidly. Ten grains in the oil, during three months, lost two
the liquid in the mean time became thickened, and of a dark brow
color. The oil of copaiva, it seems, contains oxygen, which, uniting
with the metal, forms potassa; this, in its turn, is taken up by the oil
forming a peculiar species of soap; the oxide being taken up as fast
as formed, leaves the surface bright and metallic, whenever the film
of soap is removed. To ascertain whether the balsam from which I
obtained the oil was pure, I obtained specimens from different drug-
gists in this city for trial, and, with those considered the purest from
the ordinary tests, arrived at the same result as above stated. Hence
it appears, judging from my own experiments, that no substance hith-
erto used will supply the place of naphtha in preserving potassium.
If I am in error, I shall be happy to be corrected.-July, 1831.
 
 
AaT. VI.-New mode of preparing a spirituous solution of Chlori
    Ether; by SAMUEL GUTHRIE, of Sackett's Harbor, N. Y.
  ,Mr. Editor-As the usual process for obtaining chloric ether for
solution in alcohol is both troublesome and expensive, and as from its
lively and invigorating effects it may become an article of some value
in the Materia Medica, I have thought a portion of your. readers might
be gratified with the communication of a cheap and easy process for
preparing it. I have therefore given one below, combining these ad-
vantages with unerring certainty in the result.
  Into a clean copper still, put three pounds of chloride of lime and
two gallons of well flavored alcohol, of sp. gr. .844, and distil.
Watch the process, and when the product ceases to come highly
sweet and aromatic, remove and cork it up closely in glass vessels.
The remainder of the spirit should be distilled off for a new operation.
These proportions are not essential-if more chloride of lime be
used, the etherial product will be increased; nor is it necessary that
the proof of the spirit should be very high, but I have commonly used
the above proportions and proof, and have every reason to be satis-
fied with them. From the above quantity I have usually obtained
about one gallon of etherial spirit.*
 
 * The affinity of chlorine to lime, is so weak, and to alcohol so strong, that the chlit
rine is all taken up, long before the distillation is over; hence, the absolute necesit
of watching the proces, so as to know when to set aside the etherial portion.
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  By re-distilling the product from a great excess of chloride of
me, in a glass retort, in a water bath, a greatly concentrated solution
wl be obtained. This new product is caustic, and intensely sweet
and aromatic. By distilling solution of chloric ether from carbonate
of potash, the product is concentrated and refined. By distilling it
from caustic potash, the ether is decomposed, and muriate of potash
is thrown down, while the distilled product consists of alcohol.
  During the last six months, a great number of persons have drunk
of the solution of chloric ether in my laboratory, not only very freely
but frequently to the point of intoxication; and so far as I have ob-
served, it has appeared to be singularly grateful, both to the palate
and stomach, producing promptly a lively flow of animal spirits, and
consequent loquacity; and leaving, after its operation, little of that
depresin consequent to the use of ardent spirits. This free use of
the article has been permitted, in order to ascertain the effect of it in
full doses on the healthy subject; and thus to discover, as far as such
trials would do, its probable value as a medicine. From the invari-
ably agreeable effects of it on persons in health and the delicious-
ness of its flavor, it would seem to promise much as a remedy in
cases requiring a safe, quick, energetic, and palatable stimulus. For
drinking, it requires an equal bulk of water.
Remarks.-Mr. Guthrie states in a letter to the editor, that his at-
tention was called to this subject by the suggestion in Vol. II, p. 20, of
the Yale College Elements of Chemistry, that the alcoholic solution of
the chloric ether is a grateful diffusive stimulant, and that as it admits
of any degree of dilution, it may probably be introduced into medi-
cine. Mr. Guthrie's method of preparing it is ingenious, economi-
cal and original, and the etherized spirit which he has forwarded as
a sample, is exactly analogous, in sensible properties, to the solution
made in the manner described in the above work. We shall take
care to distribute portions among our medical friends for experiment,
ad as chlorine possesses so many peculiar powers, it is not impos-
sil that this combination may prove curative or restorative, beyond
what belongs to properties merely stimulating.
In this latter respect, Mr. Guthrie's experiments have certainly
been uite ruffient; and we ought to discountenance any other
than a medical use of this singular solution; unless indeed it should
Sfund of utility in some of the arts. He would be no benefac-
to   his species, who should add a new attraction to intoxicating
pirl.TE    a.
 Vol. XXL-N. 1.               9
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 ART. VII.-On Central Forces; by Prof. THEODORE STRONG.
                  (Continued from Vol. XX, p. 294.)
 
 I WILL now reverse the question which I have considered in Vol.
XVI, p. 329. Put A= const. and F=Ar: but the general form
of F (given at the place cited) is F= - 2-    , hence by compar-
                                          dr
 
ing these values of F, I have -c'"d2. 2Ardr, and by integration
   12               e /2
c-    = Ar2, or ---=r2, (1); (1) is the equation of the curve
described by the particle, the origin of r being at the centre of force,
and p= the perpendicular from the centre of force to the tangent at
the extremity of r; the arbitrary constant c is easily found in terms
of A, c', and the initial values of r and p.
            c    .    C _ !Le                   c2   C/
  Put a2      +      4A -      ap'=     -     4A- A,        a+
     c         c'                                 a p
ap-=-, a"p'--     ; hence (1) becomes al+ap'--=r, (2),
which is evidently the equation of an ellipse, the origin of r being at
the centre, a= half the greater axis, and p'==the semiparameter.
If the force is repulsive, the sign of A must be changed; which re-
quires that the odd powers ofa have a contrary sign from what they
have when the force is attractive; hence (2) becomes in this case
          a 3 ap'
a2 - ap'+-a   =r2, (3), which is the equation of an hyperbola, the
           P
origin of r being at the centre, a= the semiaxis, p'= the semipara-
 
meter. It is evident that the equation adp'=-, (4), has place,
whether the curve is an ellipse or hyperbola; in the ellipse, F-=A"
                                                     c' r
becomes, by substituting the value of A from (4), F=a-,, and in
 
the  yperbola, F= -Ar becomes F= --,          If the centre o
force is removed to an infinite distance, the ellipse denoted by (2)
becomes a parabola, and F= const., the direction of its action being
in lines parallel to the axis of the parabola. (Prin. B. I. prop. 10.
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cor. 1. and scholium.)  Put   - =r  ( x sin2 V +p'   S.
                            P"                    hap'
then (2) is easily changed to r- =  a p-       (5), and (3) to
                               a-(a                 ), and () to
          a 2p'
S(a+p') cos       - a (6); and it is evident that v= the angle made
by r and a.
                                      r* dv'              r'dv
  By substituting in (4), for c' its equal dt,- I have dt- V
                                                        VAa'p"
(7)angle  e element of to increase with t: shall also suppose the
angle , supposing v to increase with t: I shall also suppose that
i and v commence when the particle is at the extremity of a.
Substituting in (7), for r' its value as given by (5), there results
dt    ' "      a •pldv
    'Aa'      (a - --p)cos.      , which by putting tan.v= v /
    Aa'Yx (a - (a-p') cos.2 V)                           a
X tan, t", (8)) becomes dt  A                       V
Stan. ', (8), becomes dt=-   , or by integration t=   , (9),
which needs no correction, for when t=0, v=0, and by (8) when
V~0, v'= 0. By (9) v'=itvA, which substituted in (8) gives tan.v=
 
VrX tan.tVA, (10); hence, and by (5), r'=a'cos.'V/A+
ap'ln. tVA, (11); by knowing when the particle is at the extremi-
ty of a, its position is easily found at any other time (t), for v and r
are easily found at that time by (10) and (I1), and hence the place
of the particle becomes known at the same time. Let P= the semi-
Crcumference of a circle rad.=l, and T= the time of revolution of
the paricle. Now when the particle has made a fourth part of a
            P            T                       P
revolution, v=-, and t=  , and (10) becomes tan.-=       X
 T               p                 T
 4 Aa   , but tan.    infinity, .- tan. FA, is also infinite, hence
 
   v,' (12); it is evident by (12) that the time of revolution (T)
will always be the same, whatever the axes of the ellipse may be,
(provided A is invariable;) because T, as given by (12) is indepen-
dentf the axes. (Prin. B. I, prop. 10, cor. 3.) If the semiparam-
ril, ies supposed to be indefinitely diminished, (a remaining inva-
riable) the ellipse will coincide with its axis very nearly, and the par-
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tide may be considered as falling from the extremity of a, in the right
line a, towards the centre of force, and (11) becomes r=acos.t A,
             dr
(13); hence  ,=V= the velocity, (at the distance r,) =aVAX
sin.tVA, and a-r=aversin. t'/A= the space fallen through;
                                       r-                   r
,VA being an arc, such that cos. tVA-  or tVA=arc(cos.= ).
(Prin. B. I, prop. 38.)
  Again, it is evident by (13), that when r=0, cos.tv/=0;
      - P          P
 .. tA=     or t=-2A, (14); the time t as given by (14) is the
 time of the descent of the particle from the distance a to the centre
 of force; but as the value of t does not involve a, t will be the same
                                               T
whatever a maybe; by (12) and (14), I have t= -. (Prin. cor's I
and 2, same prop.) It is evident by (13) that when tvA=P, or
    P
t= -   , (15), r=-a; which shows that the particle has descended
below the centre to a distance, which is equal to the distance a, from
which it fell above the centre, and the time as given by (15) is twice
the time as given by (14); it is evident that the particle will return
                                                        T    P
from the distance -a to the distance -a, in the time t=--2 ,
and that it will oscillate after the manner of a pendulum, the time of a
                                                2P
whole descent and its subsequent ascent being T=  : if F is given
                                      F'                     ia
at the distance a, then F'=Aa, or A=-, hence T=2P x V     4
                                      a                     P
(16), is a formula by which T is easily found; F'= the value of F
at the distance a. By substituting the value of r2, as given by (6),
 
in (7); then putting V X. v =  /    tan. v', there results dt
                                  a
      dtan. v'                              i         1+ tan.V'
_AX       tan. '--  whose integral is t-=~       h.A . \---an
*Ax (l- tan. 2o)                         2A          1--tan.V'
(v, V1, t, commencing when the particle is at the extremity of a;) let
                       2tVA -                   /' e        -
k.le=l, then tan. v'=       --      . tan. =V        x-----
                       e     +1                   a    e2tV/A
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